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Abstract – Arrival of BJP in 2014 General Election as single largest party decimating invincible rainbow coalition politics (Detrimental to Nation from all spheres) has ushered in completely new era with new hopes and accompanying challenges. Absolute credit for this sterling political achievement goes singularly to towering leadership of Narendra Modi who as Gujarat C M has more than proved his mantle through unprecedented development.

A lot of achievements like annexation J&K state into integral India, Abrogation of unacceptable article 370, abolition of obnoxious Triple Talaq among many other monumental achievements. While majoritarianism is acting as prime propeller for development, it is yielding space to accommodate Hindutva, RSS agenda like Cow Vigilante, Love Jihad, unilateral revision of history with agenda wise addition and deletion, in sub-ordination of pillars of democracy, authoritative leadership assuming authoritarianism, totalitarianism, suppression of constructive voice of criticism, press, civil society are the attributes of political dark triad Machiavellianism, Narcissism, Psychopath etc. All said and done, Modi has to realize as a tallest of all present political leaders, it is his onerous duty to develop nation to first world standard and glorious height. He is ultimate hope to safe and save India.
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With arrival of BJP in the year 2014 General Election, as a single largest party with Road滚动 majority seeks to achieve monumental invincible, outstanding objectives and throws multitude of challenges to becontained all in Ultimate paradigm shift for development of all sphere of the nation to be vibrant, developed and accomplish first world status.

First and foremost political accomplishment is the decimation of rainbow coalition which was firmly entrenched and taking heavy toll of nation in every sphere on daily basis. It is duty of BJP in greatest interest of the system that this coalition politics do receive a complete burial. This being the hardest task needs hardest rational effort and since electoral politics is dynamic, any other political outfit aspiring to come to power must outwit it on merit, not resort to disastrous divide and rule, in this context opposition has a great duty bound role to meteorically rise in performance, have faith in biparty or maximum tri-party system instead of multi-party system which can never deliver. The absolute credit for resurrection of single party majority goes to towering leadership of Narendra Modi, any dereliction there from will be sieged as immediate initiative by opposition. Annexation of Jammu & Kashmir into integral India, abrogation of unacceptable article 370 is achievement beyond all reckoning.

Abolition of obnoxious Triple Talaq is simply containment of an insanity. Corruption of all forms primarily economic has been greatly contained but unfortunately yielded place to institutionalized, state patronaged, daylight visible corruption at expense of hard earned public exchequer.

There are so many spheres where astounding improvement have taken place, majoritarianism which is prime propeller for development has been yielding space to ugly headed totalitarianism based on sheer Hindutva Ideology and RSS agenda.

Almost all institution on which parliamentary democracy stands have been put on notice to act according to power that be, not in consonance with law of the land.

Modiji is acting as a Hindu emperor instead of a democratic leader, at best he can act as a benevolent dictator like Lee Quan Yu of Singapore who single handedly took a small fishing nation to Himalayan height of GDP 75000 dollar per capita of Economy in his 40 years of rule and greatest lesion for India is China, exclusively learned from Lee Quan Yu, regularly invite him and today China is China because of this reason and own developmental policy implementation. China is a as populous as India, a major factor for which India cannot take alibi of population.

Agreed, there is a vast cultural administrative between two Asian giants, but that can never justify grossly skewed development in India with per capita GDP hovering around 2200 dollar per capita as contrast to 10000 -12000 dollar against that of China. India remaining far behind China in Defense Front is a serious cause of concern and concrete efforts needs to be undertaken to bridge this gap.

Dismantling of license, permit, control raj, command economy with advent of liberalization in nineties welcome augury, but to quote Dr. Sashi Tharoor, “India is an advanced nation in advanced state of decay. Super power and super poor status paradoxically co-exist.”

Yields from liberalization is yet to reach every Indian, vast section remain outside orbit thanks to continued policies like increasing reservation of different forms, subsidy which is singular bane is boominly continuing rendering common man a lazy, no appetite to work. A remarkable example comes to my mind, in Gorbachov-era when USSR got fragmented, suppressed poverty precipitated. Then Russian prime minister went to IMF for loan, IMF agreed to Soft loan that is at very nominal interest but the leader said that he wanted loan with compound interest so that he can make his people work hard, develop the nation, repay the borrowed amount. His specific statement was, “

Aid makes people of nation lazy, poor and street beggar “. Instead of learning, we are, across the party divide perpetuating, enhancing these squarely development arresting policies.

Now that Modiji is in absolute power, he must resort to measures in gradually phasing out reservation, subsidy, streamline bureaucracy and all state apparatus in real service of the nation. One thing he must bear in mind, he is the
tallest among current politicians but nation is far taller than him. And having had an opportunity, he has to follow real leaders in making history by developing India to first world category, this is possible in view of India’s youthful man power, science and technology, infrastructural base etc.

These must be uppermost in his mind but in keeping with Hindutva, RSS agenda, he is dissipating his substantial energy, causing harm to nation and his own image.

When he can take mega decisions like demonetization with all attendant consequence, why cannot he immediately start phasing out reservation subsidy etc. Is it due to apprehension of vote bank, if so whatever be the magnitude of the development, it is bound to fall far short of its due beyond imagination.

Now comes, short shift to constitution (Bible of Indian Democracy) major institution like Supreme Court, Election Commission, Reserve Bank Of India, CAB and so forth. These are the bodies to be headed by personalities of higher wisdom, dynamism, integrity to take democratic model ahead. Unfortunately all these pillars of democracy barring exclusively few or none, all others including President Of India are handpicked, well aware they have to sign the dotted line only. Most unspeakable is inauguration of new parliament building by PM himself instead of President of India. To whom the opprobrium goes. Spirit and sanctity of constitution have unfortunately been mercilessly besmirched and desecrated. Departure of highly performing, fiercely independent RBI governor Raguram Rajan for catering to self-domination is a flash point. Scholars, press, critics, are being decisively subordinated / silenced. Personalities like Pranoy Roy, Pratap Bhanu Mehta all jewel in the crown of the nation have been thrown gay abandoned. Where presidency is at complete discount, what to say about others.

On last 29th June, 2023, there was a major Global Hybrid Conference “United States Leadership, Global Alliance” to which I was invited. The event was kick started by Nicholas Burns, US Ambassador to China and ended by Ukraine Ambassador to USA. Total attendance was 1,60,000 and physically present were 500 top leaders/officials.

Diplomatic effort to contain China was major plank of discussions with other discussions like food and farmland security in between. Lectures and discussions lasted for 5 hours. Chinese supremacy has assumed so threatening position that this conference is being shortly repeated. Chinese representative was firmly in saddle, stoutly defending each and every policy China is adopting and implementing in its larger interest. In the year 2000, US share of world trade was around 80%, in 2023 it has dwindled to around 30% with China marching unbridled at 70%.

As it appears much that USA may align India towards Chinese containment, it (last state visit of Modi to USA as example) seems far from reality. Anyway circumstances have allied India with super power USA, it should reap maximum dividend. India is not Pakistan, China is not USSR and USA is USA, so alignment will work against this international axis.

Pakistan from day 1 is a failed state and now remains so. An Asian power, India will surely calculate its geostrategic and diplomatic stand point in context of international relationship.

In view of Hindutva agenda like Love Jihad, Cow Vigilante, suppression of Press and critics have assumed international dimension so much so that even Barack Obama once friend of India and more of Modi, told CNN journalist Cristian Aman Pour that US president Zoe Biden must raise all these anti-minority and other issues with visiting PM Modi.

Dismantling of license, permit, control raj, command economy with advent of liberalization in nineteenth welcome augury, but to quote Dr. Sashi Tharoor, “India is an advance nation in advanced state of decay. Super power and super poor status paradoxically co-exist.”

Whatever be the geostrategic reason for invitation, despite his steadfast unwillingness, Modi was forced to face a press conference. He White House with only 2 questions on said issues to which he issued stout denial and said there was neither discrimination nor suppression which is far from truth in all standard.

These two questions have taken heavy toll on Modi so much so that on alighting from plane in New Delhi, he surprisingly asked BJP president J P Nadda, “What is happening in India?”.

Time and tide wait for none. After long gap India has got perfect leader in Modi who can take country ahead and match with China. History will record his name in Golden letter for that PM has to do Raj Dharma if required be a benevolent dictator like Lee Quan Yu.

China’s most ambitious and formidable OBOR project moving rapidly threatens to engulf world trade, commerce, culture in its wake and will most likely achieve it. This has become Global threat and more particularly USA.

With same population and everything favorable, Modi like Chinese Leader Xi Jinping must singularly take India ahead.

Reason best known to him, Modi is re-writing history, abolishing Mughal raj, removing names of tall Indian personalities even without consulting. Modi can demean Gandhiji, Nehruji and others in revised history, but can he touch their tall stature worldwide? Why then this meaningless act? Similarly school and university curriculum are being revised in alignment with Hindutva agenda unilaterally.

A most significant development is scholarly institute Center for Policy Research, New Delhi, a center for excellence filled with worthy scholars is a privately funded body where 80% of fund comes from foreign donation. Since their observations, really praiseworthy by world standard did not meet P.M.’s wish list, invoking relevant act he has stopped foreign donation.

Scholars are not pillars, they will move away and do their own job. Why Modiji is soiling his hand for a negative cause. Modiji is assuming traits of political dark triad, Machiavellianism, Narcissism, Psychopath, he cannot create a mirror to show him the image he loves. He must see the real image, then only he can realize the truth and reality.
Modiji, if command goes out of your hand, then ship of India will be rudderless. Still you are the only hope to shape and save India.